A topological lattice is a partially ordered space X with the property that every pair of elements α, b of X has a least upper bound, α V δ, and a greatest lower bound, a A &, so that the operations V and Λ are continuous. A simple example of a topological lattice is the unit interval / with the usual ordering. The partial order on the n-ce\\ I n given by (Xi) fg (y^ if and only if # t ^ y i for i = 1, •••, w is a lattice ordering, in fact, it is the lattice ordering obtained by regarding I n as a product lattice. L. W. Anderson and A. D. Wallace have found conditions under which a lattice ordering on the n-cell is the product order. One can also consider the following problem: determine all lattice orderings of the n-cell. It is well known that the usual order is the only lattice order on the interval. In this paper the problem is considered for the two-cell. It is shown that every topological lattice on the two-cell is iseomorphic to a sublattice of the product lattice I x I. This result together with a theorem of A. D. Wallace is used to prove that every compact connected lattice in the plane is iseomorphic to a sublattice of / x I. Finally, an explicit description of the compact connected sublattices of / x / containing (0, 0) and (1, 1) is given. 1* Lattice orderings of the two-celL Let L be a topological lattice whose underlying space is homeomorphic to a two-cell. Since L is compact, L has a unique minimum element 0 and a unique maximum element 1. It is known [1] that 0 and 1 lie on the boundary of L and that the boundary arcs T and E determined by 0 and 1 are maximal chains in L and that T and E generate L in the sense that L ^ T V E -T A E. In this section we prove that L is iseomorphic to a sublattice of I x I. The proof requires several lemmas.
Proof. We first assume that p, q e E and that p ^ g. If p -0, then peq A T. Suppose p > 0 and that p$ q A T. It is well known that p V T and q A T are arcs from p to 1 and from q to 0 respectively. Since L is a 2-cell, it must follow that (p V T) n (g Λ Γ) ^ D. Let ze(ί)VΓ)ΠtoΛT) and let
Then z = p V t for some ί e Γ. If ί <^ a?, then by the definition of a;, we would have p V t = p. Hence t > x. But now the inequality t ^ z ^ q implies that qAt=teqAT which contradicts the choice of x. Now let p and q be arbitrary elements of L and choose e, f eE such that pee A T and q e f A T. This is possible since E A T = L. If either of p or q is an element of T, then the lemma is trivial. For suppose pe T. Then
We may now assume that p, q g T. We contend that (e Λ T)
TO establish the first equality, let t e (e A T) Π T. Then since e A T is a chain and p, t ee A T, either p S t or t ^ p. Suppose p ^ t. Then for some *! e Γ, p = e Λ ίi = (e Λ ίi) Λ £ = (β Λ ί) Λ *i = ί Λ *i e T, which is a contradiction. Therefore t ^ p and £ e (p Λ T) Π ϊ 7 . Now suppose t e (p A T) Π T. Then t ^ p ^ e implies that t e (e A T) Π T. This proves the first equality; the last equality is proved similarly. From the first part of the proof, we conclude that either eATczfAT or f A Tcze A T. Suppose / Λ T c β Λ T. Then p A T and q A T are subchains of e A T, so either pATaqAT or qATapAT.
For x 6 ϊ 7 , we define
LEMMA 2. 27&e sβ£ C x is closed for all xeT.
Proof. We consider the nontrivial case where C x Φ D. From the continuity of Λ it follows that the set {h e E\ x e h A T} is closed. Let e' = inf {h e E \ x e h A T}; then x e e f A T and e' ^ e for all e e C x . If t e (e' A T) n T and t > x, then for β e C x , we would have t ^ e' ^ β and hence £ e (e Λ ϊ 7 ) Π T contradicting the fact that e G C X . Hence x = sup {{e r A T) n T} and β r e C x . Let fc n 6C 8 ,n = l,2, •••, and let h n -> fe. Then e' ^ Λ w for each n and by Lemma 1, we have that e' A Tah n A T for all values of n and therefore e' AT ah AT. Let x' = sup{(Λ Λ Γ) Π Γ}. Then
We have that e f , x' e hΛ T and so one of the inequalities x' ^ e', e r ^ x f must hold. If x' ^ e', then x' e(e A T) f) T which implies that x r ^ x and hence x' = x and h eC x . If e' ^ #', let e' = Λ, Λ ί for ί e T. Then
This involves a contradiction unless e f = 0. However, if e f = 0, then x = 0 and A Λ Λ Γ = 0 for all values of n; hence n A T -0 and A e C*. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We now define relations Sίf and 3*~ on Γ as follows: for a,beT, = aee\y T if and only if b e e V T f or all e e £7.
= α 6 e Λ Γ if and only if b e e A T for all e e E.
LEMMA 3. The relations ^f and 5^" are closed congruences on T.
Proof. It is easy to see that £%f and 5^ are congruences on T. We will show that the relation 5^ is closed. A dual argument will show that £%f is closed.
Let a n ->a,b n -+b with a Λ , b n e T and a n^bn for each w. Assume that α ^ 6. If h e e A T for e e E, it follows trivially that α G e Λ ϊ 7 . Suppose α e e A T for β e E. Let a? = sup {(e A T) Π ϊ 7 }; then α ^ a?. If a < x, then for π sufficiently large, α % < x and hence α Λ e e A T. Since a n ψ~b n we must have 6 n e e A T for n sufficiently large and therefore bee A T. This gives a^b.
We now assume that a = a; and let / = sup CO.. This sup exists since Proof. The set {/&e2£|a;e/fc Λ T) is closed by the continuity of Λ and is nonempty since x e 1 Λ T. Let e = inί{heE\xeh A T}. Proof. We will show that the map defined above is a one-to-one continuous homomorphism from L into T 1 x T 2 . The theorem then follows since T x x T 2 is iseomorphic to I x /.
(i) The map φ is continuous. We show φ 1 is continuous, A dual argument shows that φ 2 is continuous.
Let xe T x and let a = sup^f 1^) .
Then 
}. Therefore a L (z) eh A T and since b^'a^z), we have be(h A T) f] T and hence 6 e (« Λ T) Π Γ. Then by the definition of α^Oδ), we have b ^ αr^js). Thus a x (z) = b, and (2 Λ T) Π Γ = (/ Λ Γ) Π T. By Lemma 1, z A T c /Λ Γ. Since δ ^ α, then /^ β. Hence z ^ f ^ e implies that zee A L.
(ii) 0 is one-to-one. Suppose p,p'eL such that &(2>) = 0<(2>' )> ΐ = 1, 2. We will show that p -p r . We consider three cases.
Case 1. p, p' e L\JΓ. Then since φ^p) = ηî (ί>')ι w e have that ajφ)^ a^p'). Choose e, feE such that pee A T and p f ef A T. Then from the proof of Lemma 1, it follows that sup {(e AT)Γ)T} = sup {(p A T) Π T] = a^p), and sup {(/ Λ T) Π T) -sup ftp' Λ T) Π Γ} -^(p') .

But since tfi(j>)5^tfi(#>'), we must have oc^p') e (e A T) f)T and «i(2>) 6(/ΛΓ)ίiΓ. It now follows that α^p') ^ a t (p) ^ α x (p') and hence a^p) = ^(p') = αr^β) -«i(/). Hence by Lemma 1, either f ATae AT or e ATczf A T. Suppose / Λ T a e A T. Then p, p
r e e A T. Using a similar argument and the dual of Lemma 1 we obtain g eE such that p, p f eg V T. Since p, p'g Γ, we conclude from Lemma 5 that p -p f .
Case 2. <p, p' e T. Assume p ^ p'. If p' = 1, then p'elvΓ and p f < §ίfp implies that pel V T and so p -1. Suppose p' < 1 and let / = sup {h e E\ p e h V T}. Then / < 1. Let f n -> /, where Λ e 2? and / Λ > / for all n. Then j > g / Λ V Γ and hence p'$f n V T for all . Therefore if / Λ V p e T, then f n V p> p\ and if f n V P g T then T, contradicting Lemma 5. (iii) φ is a homomorphism. We will show that φ 1 is a homomorphism with respect to V, Similar arguments will show that φ 1 is a homomorphism with respect to Λ and that Φ 2 is a homomorphism with respect to V and Λ.
Let
). We will show that <*i(p V pθ = %{%) = ^(»'), i.e., s^'α'.
We have that x'^p'^V p\ so .τ f e ((p V p') A T) Π Γ and hence x' ^ 2. If 2 e β Λ T f or β e E', then clearly a?' G β Λ Γ. Now suppose x' ee A T, e e E. We consider two cases. Case 1. 2?' £ i?. We may assume that e = inf {A, e E\ x f e h A T). If p' e T, then p'^iϋ'eeΛT. If p' € T, then choose geE such that p' e g A T. Then x r ^ p r ^ g implies that x f e g A T and hence e ^ g. From Lemma 6, e = supC x ,. But the proof of Lemma 1 gives
and therefore g ^ β Hence g = e and p' ^ β. We will show that p ^ β also. If peT, then p = x <^ x' ^ β. Suppose p ^ Γ and let / = inf {h e £7 j p e A < T}. Then since p g T, sup {(/ Λ Γ) Π T} = sup {(p AT) f]T} = x ^x' and hence / ^ β. Then the inequality p ^ / ^ e gives the desired conclusion.
We now have p' <^ e, p ^ e; hence p V p' ^ e. Since p f ee A T, the inequality p' tί P V p' ^ e and Lemma 4 gives p V p' e e Λ T. Hence zee A T. This concludes the proof for Case 1.
the proof of the continuity of φ γ shows that pep' A L. Hence p\j p' = p r and again we conclude that z = x'. This concludes the proof that φ x is a homomorphism with respect to V, and the proof of Theorem 1.
2» Compact connected lattices in the plane* In [4] Wallace proved that a compact connected lattice L which is imbeddable in the plane is a cyclic chain (in the sense of Why burn {5]) and that each true cyclic element is a convex sublattice and is homeomorphic to a 2-cell. Thus by Theorem 1, each true cyclic element is iseomorphic to a sublattice of I x I. Let Δ denote the diagonal thread in I x I. Label the true cyclic elements of L, {CJΓ=i Denote the 0 and 1 of d by a,i and 6 4 respectively. Let T be any maximal chain from 0 to 1 in L, and let h be an iseomorphism from T onto A, the diagonal in I x I. Then the "square" in I x / with upper right hand vertex h(bi) and lower left hand vertex h{a^ is a sublattice of I x I which is iseomorphic to I x I. Hence d may be imbedded in this sublattice as in Theorem 1. In this manner an iseomorphism of L into I x I is determined. Thus we have proven: THEOREM 
Every compact connected lattice in the plane is iseomorphic to a sublattice of I x I.
Finally we state an explicit description of the compact connected sublattices of I x I containing (0, 0) and (1, 1) . THEOREM Proof. The proof is straightforward and will be omitted. The functions / and g alluded to in the second part are defined as follows:
Let f and g be functions from I into I satisfying
3* Comments* Edmondson has given an example of a topological lattice on a 3-cell which is nonmodular; hence this lattice is not a sublattice of I x I x I [2] . This shows that the higher dimensional analogous of Theorem 1 are false.
This the result of this paper does not hold if the term "lattice" be replaced by "semilattice" is a consequence of the results of D. R. Brown, [1] , regarding semilattice structures on the two-cell.
Wallace has conjectured that every 2-dimensional compact connected lattice with no cutpoints is a two-cell. A related conjecture is that every 2-dimensional compact connected lattice can be imbedded in the plane. If this were true, the words "in the plane" in the statement of Theorem 2 could be replaced by "2-dimensional." Mathematical papers intended for publication in the Pacific Journal of Mathematics should be in typed form or offset-reproduced, double spaced with large margins. Underline Greek letters in red, German in green, and script in blue. The first paragraph or two must be capable of being used separately as a synopsis of the entire paper. It should not contain references to the bibliography. Manuscripts may be sent to any one of the four editors. All other communications to the editors should be addressed to the managing editor, Richard Arens, University of California, Los Angeles, California 90024.
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